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UFC 246 Live Stream Online
The Ultimate Fighting Championship 246 will take place on January 18th, 2020 and the venue is the T-Mobile Arena which is
located in Paradise Nevada, US. The major fight is between two former division two champions Conor McGregor and his former
UFC lightweight championship counterpart Donald Cerrone. Cerrone is the challenger in the fight which is one of the biggest
events that will happen in January 2020. These are the event headliner and several fights are included in that tickets. The most
important amongst the tickets include the fight between champion Holly Holm and the former title challenger Raquel
Pennington. The fight was expected to take place during UFC 243 which happened sometimes in 2015. It is now going to be part
of UFC 246. This fight is to take place in no other than the T-Mobile Arena which is located in Las Vegas, the United States of
America.

Where is the T-Mobile Arena?
T-Mobile Arena is located in the Las Vegas Strip of Paradise in the State of Nevada. It is the multipurpose indoor arena located within that strip.
The area is very popular because of the important events that take place here such as the National Hockey League. The Arena was opened for
business in the year 2016, and it has become very attractive for the most important sporting event especially those with an international
dimension. The center has been used for other important events such as concerts and other entertainment purposes. Most importantly, this venue
is now used for other important activities such as the mixed martial arts events as well as professional boxing and other sporting events such as
the UFC 246.
UFC 246 Main Card
UFC 246 is the major UFC explosive event for January 2020. This is because of the caliber of fighters who would be engaged on that date. There
are lots of fights billed for that date. The major event or the main card of that day would be the fight between Conor McGregor and his challenger
Donald Cerrone. The fight is generated a lot of interest because these fighters were former champions. McGregor was the former two-division
champion while his challenger was the former UFC champion. This is going to be the event headliner as the two met previously.
UFC 246 Prelims
Before the major fights or the main event is to take place, there are several other prelims there are lined up to get fans entertained. These prelims
were not just for entertainment; they were meant to determine a winner or champion between the fighters. One such prelim includes the
bantamweight for women fight between the champion Holly Holm and the Raquel Pennington who was the former title challenger. This is not
going to be the first time the two fighters are to meet. They met before in UFC 184 which was in 2015, and Holm won that encounter through a
split decision. They were to meet again in UFC 243 but that never happened. This is an opportunity for the challenger to prove her worth.
UFC 246 Early Prelims
Several other prelims are billed to take place. These fights were included in the card. Here are some of the preliminary fights that would take place
that date and they are as follows
Holly Holms Vs Raquel Pennington, this fight is for Women’s Bantamweight bout
Andre Fili vs Sodiq Yusuf, this is for featherweight bout
Roxanne Modafferi Vs Maycee Barber, Women’s flyweight bout
Nasrat Haqparast Vs Drew Dober, Lightweight bout
Grant Dawson Vs Chas Skelly, Featherweight bout
Aleksei Oleinik Vs Maurice Greene, Heavyweight bout
Anthony Pettis vs Carlos Diego Ferreira, Lightweight bout.
Tim Elliot Vs Askar Askarov, Flyweight bout
Brian Kelleher Vs Ode Osbourne, Bantamweight bout
Sabina Mazo Vs JJ Aldrich, Women’s Strawweight bout
Claudia Gadelha Vs Alexa Grasso, Women’s Strawweight bout.
How to watch UFC 246 live stream free online
The major fight in that card is the fight between Conor McGregor and his challenger Donald Cerrone. The official broadcast or streaming channel
is ESPN. This channel has online, cable as well as international channels. You can also receive the channels through VPN service for those who
are located outside the coverage area.
ESPN is the official streaming channel and they are going to collaborate with other channels across the country and the world. This means that
there would be a wider opportunity for anybody who wants to watch that fight.
The official channels for that event are as follows and they include DAZN, Sky Sports Box Office, FITTE TV, Cignal TV, Kayo Sports. They are
located in various parts of the world.

If you want to watch it without cables, you can consider the following streaming channels and they include Sling TV, Fubo TV, YouTube TV and so o
There are also social media websites for those who want to watch it through that streaming option and they include Facebook, Twitter, Reddit,
YouTube and so on.
What TV Channel will the UFC 246 be on?
UFC 246 would be on the ESPN Plus channel and it is based on PPV arrangement. The major card in the bout is between Conor McGregor and

UFC 246 PPV Price

The next mixed martial arts UFC fight is to cost $360 and the tickets range from the sum of $116 to $691. Tickets prices are not static and the
ticket changed because of the date. For the upcoming event, speculation is live that the PPV UFC is going to cost viewers the sum of $59.99
for every event and that is going to be the situation for the current ESPN subscribers. This is good news because there is a reduction in
what fans used to pay for this kind of event.
The pay per view service is to be distributed exclusively by the ESPN plus. This right is to remain with them until 2025 in the US. This means
that US fans have to depend on this digital network for the future fights organized by UFC.
Subscribers would certainly have more to gain because the price is now cheaper than what it used to be in the past. The data it gives to the
UFC audience is something better. Most importantly, it is now going to be pretty easier for subscribers and other viewers of UFC content.
They can now watch all these in one place. This is better than the usual situation of jumping from different platforms to watch different
content. This new deal is the expansion of what was already on the ground. The PPV deal is good and it makes it easier for fans who want to
watch that fight through the various ESPN plus platforms. This now makes it pretty easier to watch all the 12 PPV UFC events organized for
the year. Fans are the major beneficiary in all these because they are going to watch the fights at cheaper rates. It used to be $64.99 and now
they are going to watch at the reduced rate of $59.99. however, if you are a new subscriber you would pay the sum of $79.99 for the first PPV
event you would watch with that channel. The benefit of this is that you would have one-year full access to all the ESPN plus programs. This
means that you are not going to pay an extra dime.

UFC 246 Fight Card, date, Location

UFC 246 is the fight Ultimate Fighting Championship that would take place in 2020. It is expected to take place in January and already a lot of
people are hoping for that. This is because there is speculation that it could feature lots of interesting fights. Moreover, it is to be streamed
online to fans not only in America but in various parts of the world. If you are a UFC fan, keep reading to find out more about this interesting
match that would open the fight for the championship.
UFC 246 Fight date, Location
As it is already pointed out above the first UFC competitive fight is the UFC 246. It is a mixed martial art event and it is going to take place in no
other than the popular T Mobile Arena which is located in Las Vegas in the state of Nevada. The fight is to take place on the night of January 18,
2020. It is expected that fans from all parts of the world will take place in the championship by visiting the venue and then watching the fights
through the various streaming channels.
The fight is involving Women’s Flyweight bout. There is the speculation that it is going to involve lightweight bout as well as the featherweight
bout and so on. It is still speculation as to which fight is going to be the main card. As time goes on, other fights in the card would be made
available. From all indications, this fight promises to be one of the most-watched and it is to be streamed to all parts of the world the ESPN
digital service.
It would be recalled the ESPN recently signed a contract with the UFC organizers and this can give them the sole right to oversee their matches
till the year 2025. Other partner channels would subscribe and present the fight to viewers across the world.

This fight is going to be the first 2020 PPV. There are different ways of watching that fight. It will be available to reputable channels across the glo
This is a mixed martial arts event. There are speculations as to which fights are to take place and which one is not going to take place. So far
there is a confirmation that it is going to involve the Women’s Flyweight bout. This bout is between Roxanne Modafferi against Maycee Barber.
The second fight in that card is the fight between Nasrat Haqparast against Drew Dober. This is expected to be a lightweight bout. Moreover, it
is going to feature the fight between Grant Dawson versus Chas Skelly. This is for the featherweight bout.
It is not yet clear as to what is to constitute the major card of that event. There are also speculations going round that more fights would be
added to that ticket. Speculation is the life that Conor McGregor could take it against Old Man while BJ Penn could fight it with the random
bouncer in the Hawaiian short. It is also possible that Jon Jones could fight against Cinnamon. In the same vein, there is the anticipation that it
could offer Stipe the opportunity to fight it out with Cejudo. The interim belt could feature Dana White against Tony Ferguson.
The much-expected fight between Conor McGregor against Justin Gaethje could become part of that ticket and that could be the main ticket of
that fight. At this stage, it is still speculation as there is nothing to show that the fight will take place.
This fight is much talked about and it has been in the news for a long time. The Irishman was not seen on stage after the UFC 229 PPV fight
where he lost against Khabib Nurmagomedov. Even Nurmagomedov is expected that he has another opportunity to fight Connor McGregor
again and that could provide them the opportunity to determine the clear king as the first fight was highly controversial.
If the speculation making round is anything to go by, then it is certain that McGregor could be making his way to the ring come next January. As
of now, it is just speculation. All the speculations are just indicating that a fight between Conor McGregor is imminent.
This is speculation because none of them has come out categorically to state whether that fight is to take place or whether it will not take place.
There is no official confirmation for now. The card is still open as more people could be enlisted.
People are speculating a fight between the two because Gaethje recently defeated Cowboy Cerrone during the last UFC Fight Night. Giving that
scenario, it is certain that the fight between the two is the most likely option available.

How to get ticket UFC 246

Tickets for UFC 246 are already available and if you want to be physical and T Arena and watch January 28th fight, then you have to make
haste and pick the tickets. There are different ways of picking tickets. The best thing to do is to visit the official website of the organizers and
check for those tickets. You would get useful information about those tickets.

You would not only get information about the upcoming events, but you can also get information about other future events organized by the UFC
To get that information you can search for presale code and when you access the presale code, you would be able to acquire six tickets which
are the maximum that you can get for any event.
This means that you can get tickets for yourself and members of your family and a few of your friends. Furthermore, you should know that
pre-sale tickets are not always available and this means that you are not guaranteed a ticket when you need one.
Apart from getting presale ticket codes from the organizer’s websites, there are other ways of getting the ticket. The best way is to visit the
event center a few days to the event. You can see people who are willing to sell the tickets they have already acquired.
It is based on PPV which is pay per view. If you are not able to get the tickets, hope is not lost because you still have the opportunity of
watching that fight through the various streaming services. ESPN has been contracted to telecast the fight to all parts of the world. If you have
a service that has access to ESPN channels, they would make it possible to watch that fight as it takes place live in T Mobile Arena located in
Las Vegas Nevada.

